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PDP MATCH 

5 ”  P O LY M E R  F R A M E

Industry Standard Sights: Customize your shooting experience
with ease using industry-standard sights, ensuring precise and
accurate aiming.

Performance Duty Grip Texture: The PDP Match features a
performance duty texture that ensures a secure and comfort-
able grip, even in challenging conditions. Rain or shine, your
hold remains steadfast, giving you the confidence to maintain
control in any situation.

SuperTerrain Slide Serrations: The SuperTerrain Serrations are
uniquely designed protruding serrations on the slide, allowing
for quicker and more responsive hands-on engagement with
the pistol.

Dynamic Performance Trigger: Experience a new level of control
and responsiveness with the dynamic performance trigger.
Whether during rapid-fire scenarios or critical engagements,
the PDP Match trigger system ensures consistent and precise
shots, enhancing your accuracy and confidence on the field.

Aluminum Magwell: Enhance your reload speed and streamline
your performance with the aluminum magwell. Designed to
provide effortless magazine changes, the magwell optimizes
your handling for seamless transitions between rounds,
keeping you in the action without missing a beat.

Optics Ready: The PDP Match is optics ready, allowing you
to seamlessly integrate your preferred optic for enhanced
accuracy and target acquisition. Whether you’re a fan of red
dots, holographic sights, or other optics, the PDP Match adapts
to your needs with ease.

18/20 Round Capacity: Ensure ample firepower with a generous
18 or 20-round magazine capacity, providing you with extra 
rounds for added confidence in critical situations.

Ambidextrous Magazine Release: Conveniently positioned for
thumb operation. Reversible for right or left hand operation.

Ported Slide: For weight reduction and barrel cooling.

F E A T U R E S  O F  T H E  W A L T H E R  P D P  M A T C H  P O L Y M E R :
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PDP MATCH 

5 ”  P O LY M E R  F R A M E

Item No. Description Caliber MSRP 
incl.. 19% VAT €

2878241 PDP 5” Full Size Polymer Match 9mm € 1.199

Model: 2878241

Caliber: 9mm Luger

Finish: Tennifer
Magazines Included: 1x 18 rds / 2x 20 rds

Barrel Length: 5"- 127 mm

Trigger Pull: approx. 25 Newton

Capacity: 18 / 20 rds

Overall Length: 216 mm

Height: 145 mm

Weight (empty mag): 763 g

TECHNICAL DATA:

PDP POLYM
ER M

ATCH
Behold the Walther PDP Match – an epitome
of pure performance engineered to dominate.
Crafted with an unwavering focus on function, this 
9mm powerhouse stands as a testament to precision 
and power.

With a full-size polymer frame, the PDP Match finds
its balance between endurance and ergonomics.
The sleek aluminum mag well and basepads not only 
exude style but bring efficiency to magazine changes, 
ensuring you’re always ready for action.

With an impressive 18- or 20-round capacity and 
a 5” barrel, this firearm promises ample firepower 
and surgical precision. Its optics-ready design 
allows for customization, enabling you to tailor your 
optic pre ference. The dynamic performance trigger 
ensures a seamless pull, unleashing your potential 
with every shot.

Topped with a tennifer coated slide adorned with 
stra  tegic slide cuts, this marvel guarantees durability 
without compromise. The Walther PDP Match is more 
than afirearm; it’s a collection of power, precision, 
and perfection, promising unparalleled performance 
and redefining the standards of excellence in the 
world of handguns.


